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Presentation Notes
You have a great responsibility creating one-billion projects. They have the potential to make a real difference as long as you will not concentrate on a small scale.  Whatever starting point you will consider you shall have in mind mankind as a target and the world as a place. I have chosen for you 5 one-billion projects that have changed our world as 5 lessons learned 



 A clear consistent growth strategy 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have a great responsibility creating one-billion projects. They have the potential to make a real difference as long as you will not concentrate on a small scale. I have chosen for you 5 one-billion projects that have changed our world as 5 lessons learned Starting from a small country is never a limit, the limit is the boundaries we set for our actions. The Romans, one million individuals living in Rome (SO LESS THAN SLOVENES), ruled over the world. How? Creating a road system that has crossed times and arrived till us. They had a clear vision of what ruling meant: 1. Same culture 2. Extended tax system 3. Perfect control through the army. What was needed was to ensure efficient communication. The winning tool was a clear long-term strategy.



Isabella de Castilla 
Great achievements need great courage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Isabella de Castilla, queen of Spain is remembered as a great leader able to envision what would make the difference for her country in the future. She took decisions that changed the course of history based on very few elements and an uncommon trust in talent. Thanks to her being the only one who dared supporting Christopher Columbus, we have the American Continent. She teaches us the courage to relay on our intuitions.



Mahatma Gandhi 

One-billion freedom 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mahatma Gandhi conquered freedom for Indian population, one billion people. To achieve that he kept loyal to the principles that inspired his own life: 1. Respect for life 2. Respect for people 3. Serve the truth, always. We learn from him an universal lesson: we can always achieve our more ambitious plans if we can talk and get close to the human beings. Believe in humanity.
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Tim Barnes-Lee  

www-one-billion-points-of-view 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
History has been written by the winners and thousands of historians try to find tracks of the rest. Tim Barnes-Lee with the world-wide-web has opened the option to record one billion points of view and the possibility to interpret freely what happens in the world. He is not rich, not even very famous and remains attached to the dream that inspired his invention: give voice to people, democracy of information is the true freedom.



Nelson Mandela 

One billion times forgive 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me conclude with the man that inspires me. Nelson Mandela.. His achievement of pacifying and creating a nation out of divided South Africa gives a special lesson to Slovenes: forgive mistakes. You cannot do that. Allow people, businessmen, politicians to make mistakes and try again. Do not condemn their failures forever because only those who do not fear to fail can win. They will make the difference for Slovenia.



Eleanor Roosevelt 

The future belongs to those, who belive in 
the beauty of their dreams! 
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